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Nomenclature

BT bow thruster

cRIO compact reconfigurable input/output real-time embedded industrial con-
troller by National Instruments

CSE1 Cybership Enterprise 1

CSS Cybership Saucer

DP dynamic positioning

ESC electronic speed controller

FPGA field-programmable gate array

HIL hardware-in-the-loop

MC marine cybernetics

PWM pulse-width modulation

RPi Raspberry Pi single-board computer

VSP Voith Schneider propeller
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Part II

Laboratory descriptions
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Chapter 4

Marine HIL simulation
laboratory

The laboratory is suitable for implementation, qualification and comprehensive
testing of

• marine control algorithms

• communication interfaces,

• human-machine interfaces,

• experimental test scenarios, and

• experimental setups before proceeding to other laboratories (such as model
scale testing).

4.1 Equipment

The laboratory consists of three equivalent portable setups, as illustrated in
Figure 4.1, each including

Figure 4.1: HIL setup
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2 analog joysticks
1 pressure-sensitive directional pad
2 analog triggers (L2, R2)
6 pressure-sensitive buttons ( , , , , L1, R1)
5 digital buttons (PS, L3, R3, Start, Select)

motion sensing (6 degrees of freedom)

Table 4.1: Sixaxis input

• Sony Sixaxis wireless gamepad for PlayStation 3,

• Raspberry Pi (RPi) with Bluetooth dongle,

• National Instruments (NI) cRIO-9024 control and acquisition device, and

• Dell Latitude E6440 laptop.

4.1.1 Hardware

4.1.1.1 Sixaxis wireless gamepad

The Sixaxis is a widespread gamepad. It transmits a broad range of input, listed
in Table 4.1, and is suitable for human operator input. The device communicates
over Bluetooth.

4.1.1.2 Raspberry Pi

The RPi is a credit card-sized single-board computer including Ethernet and
two USB connections. In the HIL laboratory setup, the unit is merely used to
transmit the Sixaxis’ data to the cRIO1.

4.1.1.3 cRIO-9024

The cRIO is a compact reconfigurable input/output embedded real-time control
and acquisition device, including two Ethernet ports. The unit also holds a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) chassis. In the HIL laboratory setup,
an analog input module (NI 9215) and a digital output module (NI 9474) are
mounted on this chassis.

4.1.1.4 Laptop

A generic personal computer is used to configure and upload applications to
the cRIO. The same computer is used for graphical user interfacing during
simulations.

1The cRIO USB port only supports common USB mass-storage devices, thus a Bluetooth
dongle cannot be connected directly.
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4.1.2 Software

4.1.2.1 Laptop

The main software used for the HIL laboratory are:

MathWorks Simulink graphical programming environment used for imple-
mentation and compilation of dynamic systems simulation models and
control algorithms.

National Instruments VeriStand real-time testing environment used to con-
figure testing applications to run on cRIO and provides a user interface
for run-time monitoring and interaction with the applications.

Diverse utilities such as

National Instruments Measurement & Automation Explorer (NI
MAX) hardware configuration tool

ping network utility to verify network connection

ftp network utility, or similarly WinSCP, to transfer data log files from
cRIO to the laptop

Appendix A.3 covers installation and setup of the laptop software.

4.1.2.2 Sixaxis, Raspberry Pi and cRIO-9024

The Sixaxis, RPi and cRIO are configured for generic use according to Part III
and the ordinary user may thus disregard the involved software.

The Sixaxis runs out-of-the-box firmware. Appendix A.1 covers the cRIO soft-
ware and setup details. Appendix A.2 covers the RPi software and setup details.

4.1.3 Communication

Following Figure 4.1 from left to right:

Sixaxis transmits its information to the Bluetooth USB dongle with which it
is previously paired2.

RPi receives Sixaxis data through the USB dongle and forwards it through its
TCP/IP3 server over Ethernet to the cRIO.

cRIO reads Sixaxis data on Ethernet port 2 through its TCP/IP client. Simu-
lation data and laptop input is transmitted and received on Ethernet port
1 by the VeriStand Engine.

Laptop reads simulation data and sends input to the cRIO over Ethernet.

2One-time pairing procedure described in Appendix A.2.2.2.
3All IP addresses are as given in Table D.1.
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Chapter 5

Marine cybernetics
laboratory

The laboratory is equipped for experimental testing of marine control systems
and hydrodynamic tests. It consists of a wave basin with an advanced instru-
mentation package and a towing carriage. The basin, depicted in Figure 5.1,
has dimensions 40m x 6.45m x 1.5m (LxBxD).

5.1 Equipment

5.1.1 Qualisys motion capture system

Qualisys provides 6 degrees of freedom data tracking. The system has millimeter
precision, works in real time and is configured to 50Hz.

The positioning system consists of three Oqus high speed infrared cameras regis-
tering infrared reflectors placed on the vessel. Peer-to-peer (P2P) networking is
used to transmit camera data to a dedicated computer running Qualisys Track
Manager (QTM) software. QTM performs triangulation and broadcasts the
vessel position over the HIL-lab network.

5.1.2 Towing carriage

The carriage runs at speeds up to 2m/s. It also has capability for precise move-
ment of models in 6 degrees of freedom and is thus suitable for more specialized
hydrodynamic tests.

5.1.3 Wave generator

The single paddle wave generator is controlled by a dedicated computer. Avail-
able spectrum are first order Stoke, JONSWAP, Pierson-Moskowitz, Bretschnei-
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Figure 5.1: Marine cybernetics laboratory basin

Height [m] Period T [s]
Regular waves H < 0.25 0.3 - 3.0
Irregular waves Hs < 0.15 0.6 - 1.5

Table 5.1: Wave generator capacity
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der, ISSC and ITTC. Table 5.1 summarizes the generation capacity.
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Figure 5.2: CS Enterprise 1

Figure 5.3: CSE1 communication

5.2 Vessels

5.2.1 Cybership Enterprise 1

CSE1, depicted in Figure 5.2, is a model ship fitted with two Voith Schneider
propellers (VSP) astern and a bow thruster (BT). Its on-board control system
consists of a RPi and a cRIO, as in the HIL laboratory setup described in
Chapter 4, in addition to three electronic speed controllers (ESC) and four
servos.

5.2.1.1 High-level communication

The communication is similar to the description of Section 4.1.3, with the excep-
tion of the wired Ethernet link between the cRIO and the laptop. For CSE1 this
link instead passes through a Wi-Fi bridge to a wireless router to the laptop, as
seen in Figure 5.3.

Broadcast QTM positioning data is retrieved through the same wireless network.
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Figure 5.4: CSE1 generic control system

Figure 5.5: CSE1 ctrl student.slx including thrust allocation

5.2.1.2 Low-level communication

The BT and VSP motor speeds are controlled by ESC. The ESC receive their
setpoints as a pulse-width modulated (PWM) signals from the cRIO digital
output module.

The VSP blade pitches are controlled by servos. The servos also receive their
setpoint as PWM signals.

5.2.1.3 Control system

A diagram representation of CSE1’s control system is given in Figure 5.4. The
vessel can switch among four control modes, summarized in Table 5.2. The first
three controllers are predefined, while users may implement their own controller
in the fourth.

Implementation of the student controller is done in the ctrl student.slx

Simulink template, depicted in Figure 5.5. Detailed implementation steps are
given in Section 7.2.

The generic control system consists of several Simulink modules, the details of
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Sixaxis Control mode
Manual thruster control
VSP speed: directional pad up/down ±0.1
Left joystick: VSP1 thrust
Right joystick: VSP2 thrust
L2/R2: BT thrust
Manual forces and moment control
VSP speed: user interface button on/off
Left joystick: surge and sway forces
L2/R2: yaw moment
Basic dynamic positioning (DP)
VSP speed: user interface button on/off
Setpoint: user interface
Gains: user interface
Student controller
User implemented controller

Table 5.2: Generic control modes

which are given in Appendix B.2, a FPGA driver, described in Appendix A.1.3,
and two custom device drivers.
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Part III

Laboratory user guide
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Chapter 6

HIL simulation and testing

6.1 Simulink model adaptation and compilation

Complete the following steps to convert your model you created in Simulink
into a compiled model that runs on RT targets.

6.1.1 Modeling

6.1.1.1 Input and output

In order for the model to interact with VeriStand, special input and output
blocks must be added to the block diagram1. These are found in the Simulink
Library Browser under NI VeriStand Blocks.

6.1.1.2 Initial conditions

If the simulation is to be run with different initial conditions, one possible
method is to allow external reset of the integrators. This is done right-click
the integrator and selecting Block Parameters (Integrator) in the drop-down
menu. Here, the reset condition is set. The initial condition source should be
external, as in Figure 6.1.

6.1.1.3 Real-time data logging

Model output can be saved to the cRIO, for later retrieval through FTP, during
simulation through a To File block. This block is found in the Simulink Library
Browser under Sinks. The output file name is specified under the block param-
eters, as in Figure 6.2. The format should be set to Array, since the cRIO does
not support the Timeseries format.

1Ordinary input/source and output/sink blocks could be used at the diagram top level.
However, subsystem ports are only available when using the VeriStand blocks.
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Figure 6.1: Integrator function block parameters

Figure 6.2: To File block parameters

Figure 6.3: Simulink model for offline simulation
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Figure 6.4: Simulink model for adjusted for compilation

Example: For a simple pendulum, ω̇ = − gl sin (θ) − k
ml2ω + Ffan

ml cos (θ), the
offline simulation block diagram could look as Figure 6.3. Figure 6.4 shows the
same system adapted for VeriStand input, including reset and initial conditions,
and output. The VeriStand blocks are yellow. omega 0 and theta 0 are ports
corresponding to the initial conditions (ω (0) , θ (0)). The integrators take these
values whenever reset is rising or falling.

6.1.2 Model configuration

The code generation toolbox compiles the Simulink diagram to an output shared
library in *.out format2. Model configuration parameters must be adjusted
before generating, or building, the code.

Figure 6.5: Simulink configuration parameters - solver

The solver stop time should be inf (infinity) if the model is supposed to run
until it is otherwise interrupted. The solver type must be fixed step. If your
model only performs arithmetical operations, such as a mapping or transforma-
tion module would, the discrete solver should be used. If the model contains
continuous states, i.e. if you have integrators, choose some differential equation

2The *.out format is for targets running Wind River VxWorks real-time operating system
(RTOS) such as cRIO-9024, while dynamic link libraries in *.dll format are for targets running
IntervalZero Phar Lap ETS RTOS such as cRIO-9081.
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solver such as ode3 or ode4. See Figure 6.5. Finally, the step size can be set:
for a target running at 100 Hz, such as the cRIO-9024 default, a 0.01 step size
results in the model running in simulating 1 second pr. second3.

Figure 6.6: Simulink configuration parameters - target selection

The correct target file should be selected depending on the target device. Se-
lect NIVeriStand VxWorks.tlc for VxWorks targets4, such as cRIO-9024, as in
Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.7: Simulink model configuration - NI configuration

The WindRiver GNU Toolchain must be present in the folder specified under
NI Configuration, as in Figure 6.7.

3This can also be achieved by use of decimation, as described in Section 6.2.2.
4For PharLap targets, select NIVeriStand.tlc.
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6.1.3 Build

Figure 6.8: MATLAB console

The build output is placed in a subfolder in the MATLAB Current Folder.
The desired folder must therefore be active in the MATLAB main window, as
in Figure 6.8, before compiling. The build subfolder name is [simulink model
name] niVeriStand VxWorks rtw.

The build is done in in Simulink, either with the Build button in the config-
uration window, by clicking the button, by the key combination Ctrl+B,
through the menu Code >C/C++ Code >Build model, or by pushing the icon
button.
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Figure 6.9: VeriStand start screen

6.2 Simulation configuration

Simulations are set up, deployed and interfaced through VeriStand. Figure 6.9
shows the start screen. Already configured projects can be run directly from
here, or reconfigured.

6.2.1 Project creation

To deploy model for the first time, click New NI VeriStand Project. Give your
new project a suitable name and location. Clicking OK creates the project files

Figure 6.10: VeriStand Project Explorer

in given location and opens the Project Explorer, as in Figure 6.10. In this
section, the example project name is multiply.
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6.2.2 System setup

To configure the setup which will run on the cRIO, open the System Explorer
by double-clicking the system definition file [project name].nivssdf.

Figure 6.11: VeriStand - System Explorer - Controller

1. Set the correct controller operating system and IP address, as in Figure
6.11. All HIL and MC lab IP addresses are given in Table D.1. Also, note
the target rate.

2. Click Add a Simulation Model, as seen at the top of Figure 6.12. Browse
to the output of the Simulink compilation, as seen in Figure 6.13. Finally,
click Auto Select Decimation to make sure the model runs at the intended
rate.
Repeat if several models should run simultaneously.

3. Add custom devices, such as network input, by right clicking the custom
device pane and choosing the required device5. Figure 6.14 shows an ex-
ample with the Sixaxis (WL Joystick) device. Upon selection, a subfolder
with the device name appears in the tree with signals listed inside it.

4. Configure mappings, by pushing the icon at the top of the window, to
connect signals between custom devices, FPGA and models. Expand the
trees to find the desired signals and click Connect, as in Figure 6.15.

5. Save and close to return to the Project Explorer.

5If the required device is not present, refer to the device driver installation instructions in
Section A.1.4.
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Figure 6.12: VeriStand - System Explorer - Models

6.2.3 Create computer interface

To configure the computer interface, open the Workspace editor by double-
clicking the workspace file [project name].nivsscreen. The blank workspace pops
up.

1. Enter Edit mode by Ctrl+M or Screen >Edit Mode.

2. Click the Workspace Control pane on the left side to access indicators,
controls and such.

3. Drag and drop the desired item to the desired position in the workspace.
Select the corresponding signal in the pop-up dialog.

4. Close the Workspace editor.
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Figure 6.13: VeriStand - System Explorer Model

Figure 6.14: Custom device selection
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Figure 6.15: VeriStand System Configuration Mappings
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6.3 Deployment and simulation

6.3.1 Run

Deploy by tapping the F6 key, or button, or Operate >Deploy. A dialog box
appears. Upon successful deployment, the workspace pops up.

6.3.2 User interface side data logging

For reliability, it is recommended to log data directly on the cRIO during sim-
ulation, as described in Section 6.1.1.3. It is also possible to log via the laptop
user interface.

Figure 6.16: Logging Control

A Logging Control, as seen in Figure 6.16, must be added to the workspace to
export data from the simulation. The control is added as described in Section
6.2.3.

Figure 6.17: Logging Control file settings

Once the control is added, a pop-up window allows to edit the settings. The log
file path is specified under File Settings, see Figure 6.17. Under Channels, the
desired channels can be selected and added, as in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18: Logging Control add channel

6.3.3 Stop

button

6.3.4 FTP data retrieval

Data logged on the cRIO through To File blocks can be retrieved after simulation
over FTP with software such as WinSCP.

Figure 6.19: WinSCP login

To connect to the cRIO, the correct IP must be specified, as in Figure 6.19. For
the standard HIL setup, the user name and password are blank.

Logged data with file names corresponding to the To File block names are
located on the cRIO root, as seen in the right pane of Figure 6.20. Data is
transferred to the laptop by drag and drop to the desired location in the left
pane.
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Figure 6.20: WinSCP
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Chapter 7

CSE1 model scale testing

7.1 Safety - hazards and measures

7.1.1 Personnel injury

7.1.1.1 Drowning

It is required to have two or more persons present when using the basin.

7.1.1.2 Electric shock

The towing catenary should not be approached or touched.

7.1.1.3 Carriage collision

It is forbidden to run the towing carriage when there are people alongside the
basin.

7.1.1.4 Thruster blade cuts

CSE1 must stay in the water as long as actuators are active. Before removing
the vessel from the water, the control system must be stopped and the VeriStand
project undeployed.

7.1.2 Material damage

7.1.2.1 Cybership Enterprise 1

Water damage CSE1 is not waterproof and has excessive thrust capability
which can inflict large roll angles. The risk of water on deck is reduced through
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thrust limitation and HIL testing before application of new control algorithms.

Propeller dry running BT must only be run in water. Before removing the
vessel from the water, the control system must be stopped and the VeriStand
project undeployed.

Loss of laptop control Wireless network instability may result in loss of
connection between the laptop user interface and the cRIO. In this event, fall
back to manual thruster control, by pushing on the Sixaxis.

Loss of position measurement -

Total loss of control Pull the vessel with a boat hook. Keep the CSE1 in
water while disconnecting batteries.

7.1.2.2 Towing carriage

Stop before automatic stop at high speeds.
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7.2 Student controller implementation

1. Unzip the CSE1 Veristand Project CSE1.zip to C:\CSE1\.

2. Simulink implementation and compilation

(a) Update ctrl student.slx according to your controller design. Ad-
ditional input and output, resets and data logging may be added, as
described in Section 6.1.1.
Do not alter the predefined input and output: x, y, psi, u BT,
u VSP1, u VSP2, alpha VSP1, alpha VSP2, omega VSP1 and omega VSP2.

(b) Select a suitable solver, as described in Section 6.1.2.
The remaining configuration, such as target selection is preselected
in the file.

(c) Compile the model as described in Section 6.1.3. The MATLAB cur-
rent folder should be C:\CSE1\, in order to ensure that the resulting
.out file is created in C:\CSE1\ctrl student niVeriStand VxWorks rtw.

3. CSE1 Veristand Project configuration

(a) Open CSE1.nivsproj1 to access the project.

(b) Update ctrl student.out:

i. Open the System Explorer by double-clicking the system defini-
tion file CSE1.nivssdf.

ii. Browse the left pane tree, as seen in Figure 7.1, and select

ctrl student. Refresh by pushing the icon.

iii. If necessary, add mappings.
Do not change the existing mappings.

iv. Save and close to return to the Project Explorer.

(c) Implement a suitable workspace, as described in Section 6.2.3, for
your controller in control screen 4: ctrl student. Figure 7.2 shows
control screen 4 before customization.

1Not CSE1.nivssdf, since not only the system definition should be altered.
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Figure 7.1: CSE1 Veristand Project simulation models

Figure 7.2: CSE1 Veristand Project ctrl student workspace
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7.3 Ship launching procedure - before sailing

7.3.1 Power up and connection

1. Place the batteries adjacent to the watertight box: main battery battery
(12 V) astern and secondary battery (6 V) in the bow.

2. Connect main battery: first the red wire to the red/positive pole, then
the black wire to the black/negative pole2.
cRIO LED nr.1 (power) will light up green.

3. Wait for cRIO and RPi start up.
When complete, the Bluetooth dongle blue LED blinks evenly at approx-
imately 1 Hz.

4. Turn on Sixaxis by pushing the PS3 button.
When succesfully connected, the Bluetooth dongle blue LED is almost
constantly lit and the Sixaxis’ red LEDs 1, 2, 3, and 4 blink at approxi-
mately 2 Hz.

5. Connect the seconday battery: red wire to the red/positive pole, then the
black wire to the black/negative pole.
The Wifi bridge Power LED will light up green.

6. Wait for WiFi connection to HILlab network.
When connected, the Wifi bridge WLAN green LED turns on.

Figure 7.3: Ping, successful access to CSE1

7. Verify laptop access: ping the CSE1 IP in the command promt, as in
Figure 7.3. While the round trip times may vary, it is essential to have
0% loss.

8. Gently place the vessel in the basin, avoiding any water splashes.

7.3.2 Positioning system

2The connection order of the wires should not matter. However, experiences favor the this
order of connection.
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7.4 Deploy control system

Veristand osvVeristand osv
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7.5 Ship docking procedure - after sailing

Undeploy the running project to disable all actuators.

Put CSE1 in its stand. The vessel should not be left on the water for extensive
periods, i.e. overnight.

Remove and put used batteries to charge. Load fresh batteries in vessel.

Connect the Sixaxis gamepad to the laptop for charging.
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Appendix D

HIL lab and MC lab device
network addresses

RPi 192.168.1.22 for all

cRIO secondary ethernet 192.168.1.21 for all

cRIO primary ethernet 192.168.0.71
192.168.0.72
192.168.0.73
192.168.0.77

iimt-HILlab1-cRIO
iimt-HILlab2-cRIO
iimt-HILlab3-cRIO
CSE1

Computer 192.168.0.10
192.168.0.41
192.168.0.42
192.168.0.43
192.168.0.47

Qualisys PC
iimt-HILlab1-PC
iimt-HILlab2-PC
iimt-HILlab3-PC
MClab

Subnet mask 255.255.255.0 for all

Table D.1: IP addresses

All RPis and have the same IP address, but there is no IP conflict since the cRIO-
RPi networks are separate and closed. The same goes for the cRIO secondary
ethernet ports

Note: to connect the RPi directly to the computer, both need to be on the same
domain and the computer IP thus needs to change to 192.168.1.xx.
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